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ABSTRACT

The effect of attention to irrelevant information in

personnel selection was investigated.

Four groups of

subjects were given general criteria required for a job and
asked to review four applications for the job and rate the

four applicants for employment:, first, without knowing the
exact job title, and again, after being told the exact job

title.

Group one: was asked to attend to the general

criteria.

Group two was told what information was relevant

and was asked to attend to that information^

Group three

was told what information was irrelevant and was asked to

attend to that information.

A fourth group was asked to

attend to both the relevant and irrelevant information.

The

results showed that subjects attending to irrelevant

information, whether they knew the exact job title or not,
rated applicants with a high profile of that information

significantly different than subjects not attending to
irrelevant information.

The results also indicated that

ratings for these applicants changed significantly when
subjects, regardless of what information was attended to,
were told the exact job title.

The effect of attention to

irrelevant information is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act prohibits
discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex, or

national origin.

As this act pertains to the workplace,

employers are required to hire, fire, promote, and
compensate without regard to these factors.
The effect of discrimination in the work environment

can affect both employee and employer.

People routinely

eliminated from the possibility of being hired, promoted, or
fairly compensated can suffer emotionally as well as

economically.

Furthermore, employers who practice biased

selection and compensation techniques (intentionally or

unintentionally) can perpetuate employee dissatisfaction and
the subsequent loss of productivity and creativity as well
as opening themselves to lawsuits and federal intervention.
Regardless of whether bias is intentional or
unintentional, attempting to understand the nature and

effect of discrimination may be facilitated by understanding
what kind of information is being attended to or ignored.

The purpose of this research is to examine how attending to
certain irrelevant information may help to alleviate
discrimination.

Attempts to control Discrimination in the Workplace

The effect of bias to employees, and to organizations,

has been addressed in the management of human resources by
Arvey (1979), Latham and Wexley (1981), Mobley (1982), and

Wanous (1980).

The issue of ethical concerns in methods of

personnel selection was noted by the Society for I/O
Psychology Inc. (1987) and London and Bray (1980), and legal

implications by Barrett and Kernan (1987) and Kleiman and
Faley (1985).

Attempts at controlling bias and complying with Title
VII and humanistic concerns have focused on improvements in

interviewing (Arvey & Campion, 1982; Guion, 1976; Reilly &
Chao, 1982), the use of assessment centers (KlimosJci &

Brickner, 1987; Ritchie & Moses, 1983), the use of biodata
(Owens, 1976), the use of work samples and miniature job

training (Saal & Knight, 1988; Siegel, 1983), and realistic

job previews (Wanous, 1989).

Issues regarding appropriate

validity and criteria measures have also been numerous

(e.g., Cascio & Ramos, 1986; Pritchard, Jones, Roth,
Stuebing, & Ekeberg, 1989; Sackett, Zedeck, & Fogli, 1988;

Schmidt, Pearlman, Hunter, & Hirsh, 1985; Tenopyr, 1981).
Improving selection devices are meant to eliminate

discrimination and provide legal protection while seeking to
predict and improve performance and lower unwanted turnover

and absenteeism.

Guion (1976) noted that "an effective

personnel tool discriminates — in a statistical sense.

It

is, therefore, appropriate to differentiate fair
discrimination — the statistical power to distinguish those
who can do the job well from those who cannot -- from unfair

discrimination" (p. 811).

However, London and Bray (1980)

note that equal employment legislation has emphasized how
discrimination can be "avoided by affiirmative action
programs" (p. 70).

This implies that proceeding to select

on the basis of test scores alone may not be enough to avoid

litigation.

Furthermore, Guion (1976) noted that a

provision added to the Civil Rights Act made it just as
illegal for employers to use any test that had the

unintentional effect of disciriminating against protected
classes as one that did so on purpose.

However, for all of

the attempts to alleviate bias through improvements in

validity, criteria, and selection measures, Arvey (1979),
Arvey and Campion (1982) and Ryan and Sackett (1987) have
noted that the selection interview is still the most

frequently used of all selection methods.

Furthermore,

Tenopyr (1981) stated that "tests do not discriminate

against various groups; people do" (p. 379).

Thus, the

design and implementation of tests or interviews as part of

the selection procedure are part of the complexity of the
human decision-making process.
Variables Contributing to Discrimination

Although Arvey and Campion (1982) and Schmitt (1976),

in research on employment interviews, identified age, sex,

and race as variables that were not job-related, such issues

are difficult to ignore and present a ready basis for bias.
While humanistic concerns, as well as present laws against

discrimination, call for excluding these variables in any
considerations regarding the workplace, it is impossible to
eliminate them from a job applicant.

Arbitrarily asking

selection personnel to ignore an applicant's gender, age,
race, or appearance is to assume that any biological,
social, cultural, and cognitive patterns that could
contribute to bias, can simply be overridden.
Sex-Related Discrimination.

While the extent of

sex-related bias in the workplace is not universally agreed
upon, it is clear from the number of studies that it is a
topic that has drawn considerable attention.

Treiman and

Hartmann (1981) found evidence for discrimination against

women in a review concerning the issue of comparable worth.

Recent research includes a study by Heilman, Martell and
Simon (1988) that looked at the vagaries of sex bias.

They

found that women were undervalued relative to men unless

information was provided that the woman in question was high
in performance ability.

A study by Click, Zion, and Nelson

(1988) found that sex discrimination was mediated by

supplying information concerning particular individuals

which showed they possessed traits usually associated with
the opposite gender.

While this research showed the effects

of mediation in decision-making, it substantiated evidence
for sex discrimination due to gender stereo-typing.
An earlier study by Heilman, Simon and Repper (1987)
noted that the issue of sex discrimination is not confined

to individuals' assessments of other individuals.

They

found that women's sex-typed view of themselves can have
adverse consequences on their potential for success in the
workplace.

Finally, a meta-analysis of twenty experimental

investigations regarding the role of gender in hiring

recommendations by Olian, Schwab, and Haberfeld (1988),

revealed marginal evidence of bias against females in hiring
decisions.

Age Discrimination.

Regarding the issue of age

discrimination in selection decisions, a study by Gordon,
Rozelle and Baxter (1988) noted that the potential for

discrimination against prospective employees due to age was
reduced when the subjects responsible for the decisions were

held accountable.

Singer and Sewell (1989) tested age bias

effects using both managers and college students as
selectors.

It was found that selection decisions were

completely different for each group.

No evidence of bias

was found when managers selected for a high-status job or
when students selected for a low-status job.

However, bias

was indicated in selections that were not comparable to the

selector's status.

When subjects were given age-related

information, results were reversed.

Singer and Sewell felt

that age-related stereotyping, selector age and position,
job status, and information provided concerning age all
interacted to produce the results.
Appearance and Personality Discrimination.

Research by Snyder, Berscheid, and Matwychuk (1988)

concerning the role of appearance and personality indicated
differences in selection practices according to whether

decision-makers were the type that monitored their own

physical appearance or not.

It was found that high self-

monitoring individuals tended to regard appearances while
low self-monitoring individuals were more impressed by

personal dispositions.

The findings seemed to indicate that

at least some selection procedures depended, not only on the

characteristics of the job and the job applicant, but on the

approach that an employer takes in making selection
decisions.

Variables Relevant to Decision-Making

The above studies seem to indicate that gender, age,
and appearance variables appear to interact with individual
status and situational and informational variables to

produce mixed results.

It is apparent that these results

substantiate the role of the decision-making process in the
selection of employees in the workplace.
The role of judgment in decision-making can be a
complex process of attending to a myriad of variables.

Selecting what is considered to be appropriate to the task
at hand may be both facilitated and expedited by attention
to the proper variables.

Attention.

Attention is the process of cognition that

determines which information to process or ignore.

Selective attention studies such as Cherry's (1953)
manipulation of attended and non-attended messages,
Broadbent's (1958) stimulus-selection theory, and Deutsch
and Deutsch's (1963) and Norman's (1968) response—selection
theories all suggested a filter model of attention.

According to this paradi^, task performance would be
determined by attention to what would be considered relevant
information.

However, a study by Schneider and Shiffrin (1977)

seemed to indicate that individuals may be able to actively
learn to manipulate and improve attention.

Subjects were

given a visual detection task in which they were to respond
to target letters hidden in the background of distractor
letters.

With practice, subjects could divide their

attention and perform as well on a four target task as on a
one target task.

This and other studies in the 1970s concerning the
ability to give attention to two or more tasks at the same

time (divided attention), resulted in the limited capacity
model of attention.

Instead of attending to one "channel"

and ignoring other "channels," it was assumed that we could

not attend to everything because we could not get to

everything.

In this paradigm, attention was thought of as

an active process as opposed to the passive filtering
process.

Following this model of attention, an organism had

to learn by trial and error which information facilitated

appropriate solutions to problems.

Problem-Solving.

The limited capacity model of

attention led to an emphasis on the role of distractors in

learning and people's ability to make decisions despite
being bombarded by information not usually considered
necessary to the task at hand.

To facilitate learning and

increase performance in new situations, it would obviously
be helpful to understand the nature of problem-solving so
that it might help in understanding what to focus on in the
midst of all the available information.

Polya (1957) described the stages of problem-solving
essentially as understanding the problem, devising a plan,
carrying out the plan, and evaluating the plan.

Howard

(1983) noted that, among other things, humans can display
two particular types of phenomena when attempting to solve

problems.

One is rioiditv. which involves the continued use

of a solution method even when a better one is available,

and satisficing, which involves accepting a solution that is
deemed good enough rather than continuing to search for
better possibilities.

Simon (1979) called this tendency a

form of bounded-rationalitv. the tendency of people to act

on a limited number of alternatives and by using incomplete
information.

Wiener's (1961) work in cybernetics helped to establish
the point that a good deal of self-regulating behavior
involved negative feedback during information processing. In
other words, intelligent planning involves expanding the
attention to include what should be avoided.

To facilitate

this process, it is necessary to establish an operating
guide or norm.

Successful implementation of such norms can

create habituated patterns of problem-solving.

However,

initial states of learning or problem-solving can operate

without fully established norms or guidelines, creating
states of uncertainty.

Galbraith (1974) postulated that the

greater the degree of uncertainty surrounding the

decision-making process in problem-solving, the more

information is required to make better decisions.

Morgan

(1986) noted that modern cyberneticians suggest that part of

this additional information involved the ability to question
established norms or guidelines.

This is known as the

process of learning how to learn.

At this point it would seem that there are basically

four principles that work in reciprocity to guide the
effective processing of information that occurs during
Polya's four stages of problem-solving; 1) the establishment

of an operating guide or norm, 2) principles governing

information processing in a habituated pattern, 3)

principles governing information processing in states of
uncertainty, and 4) the principles of learning how to learn.
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The Role of Relevant and Irrelevant Information

A research study by Lorch, Anderson, and Well (1984)

speculated that "the efficient use of task-relevant
information without interference from irrelevant

information" enabled subjects to make better decisions (p.

850).

Facilitating this condition, however, required some

"incidental preexposure to irrelevant information" which

then enabled subjects to ignore that information (p. 850).
This habituation to irrelevant information was the essential

ingredient present in improved performance.
Another study by Gaeth and Shanteau (1984) concerned

Soil composition and trained subjects to pay attention to
coarse fragments and excessive moisture that were irrelevant

to judgments in soil classification.

Performance was

significantly improved over baseline after a lecture and an
interactive training session.

The basic premise, drawn from

Kahneman (1973), was that "you must pay at least some

attention to information before you can decide not to pay

attention (p. 267)."

The idea inherent in this study was

that improved soil classification depended upon knowing what
information to ignore.

Furthermore, it seemed that the

continued ability to correctly classify soils depended upon
keeping the irrelevant information (moisture and coarse
fragments) in mind.
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While the Lorch, Anderson, and Well study used some
preexposure to irrelevant information based on the same
philosophical premise as Kahneman postulated, their study

emphasized improved performance by focusing on relevant
information while the Gaeth and Shanteau study emphasized
improved performance by focusing on distracting or

irrelevant information.

Furthermore, the first study noted

that subjects' performance on a counting task improved as
they habituated to the irrelevant information, but that the
effect did not transfer to new counting tasks.

In a new

situation, subjects had to form new habituated patterns.

This suggests that habituation may facilitate judgment in

established task patterns, but will not be generally
applicable to new tasks.
The Gaeth and Shanteau study was a better indicator of
the role of attention to irrelevant information in a

cognitively oriented task but may also suffer from a lack of
generalizability due to the specialized nature of the task.

Also, the study used subjects already qualified in soil
classification.

While this was necessary for purposes of

that research, no inferences regarding the effect of
attention to irrelevant information in a new task should be

drawn.

Furthermore, the study failed to take into account

the effect lecture training had in combination with the
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interactive training.

Measurements of performance taken

after the interactive training session could have included
some familiarity with the task objective gained in the
lecture session.

Nevertheless, the authors claim that the

interactive training the subjects received has been useful

in other types of judgments such as the problem of bias in
personnel selection.

If their claim is correct, it suggests

that the attention to, not the habituation or ignoring of,
irrelevant factors is a more viable and transferable skill.

One important aspect of attending to irrelevant

information in decision-making and problem-solving may be

that it represents an expanded format for establishing a
more viable set of norms or guidelines.

This would be

crucial to the effective establishment of habituated

patterns of decision-making.

Attention to irrelevant

information may also provide the basis for expanding the

available information to question those guidelines (learning
to learn).

This, in turn, may contribute to effectively

solving problems created in initial states of decision-

making or when problems arise which make guidelines or norms
unworkable (conditions of uncertainty).
Irrelevant Information and Expanded Awareness

The viability of an expanded awareness of information

in decision-making was discussed by Nemeth (1986) in an
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article concerning how majority and minority opinions can

influence decision-making.

She discussed the implications

of four previous studies (Nemeth, 1976; Nemeth & Wachtler,
1974; Nemeth & Kwan, 1985; Nemeth & Kwan, 1987) which tested

the hypothesis that minority perspectives "...stimulate both
novel and better problem solving..." (p. 27).

She argues

that "...majorities foster convergence of attention,
thought, and the number of alternatives considered.

Minority viewpoints are important, not because they tend to
prevail but because they stimulate divergent attention and
thought" (p. 23).

In other words, attention to minority

opinions tend to expand awareness of the number of variables

by promoting consideration for other viewpoints.

It is in

the same sense that attention to irrelevant information is

important.

The consideration of the additional information

can alleviate problems of rigidity and satisficing,

promoting fluidity and reducing bounded-rationality.
All of this is to suggest that performance is not
solely dependent upon attention to relevant information.

It

is precisely because of the limited capacity of attention
that a strategy (a procedural knowledge) is necessary.

While habituated decision-making patterns can facilitate
performance in familiar situations, there are many instances
in which unfamiliar situations arise.
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When a new task

configuration arises, the use of habituated patterns
(expectations) can drive perception and lead to mistakes.

Arbitrarily dropping habituated patterns in an unfamiliar

situation can leave the perceiver without procedural
referent points (norms or guidelines).

In an unfamiliar situation with many complex variables
to consider, the identification of irrelevant information
that defines the boundaries of a task could be instrumental

in establishing referent points.

It is very easy during the

interchange processes from working memory to long-term
memory and vice versa to lose the original task objective.

By establishing information that is likely to keep arising
during this process, but is irrelevant to the task

objective, a strategy is invoked that will serve to keep the
perceiver from getting lost in all the interchanges.
This strategy could work across situations as well as

within situations.

In a new situation, knowing what not to

consider is often the only referent point that might be

available.

Within situations, the intermittent returning of

attention to boundary-defining irrelevant information may
serve to alleviate the tendency toward mental fatigue which

is inherent in sustained focus.

Studies concerning

vigilance have indicated that errors caused by sustained
attention to the task at hand can be reduced by an internal
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or external cue which precipitates a shift in attention.

In

this regard, the intermittent returning of attention to
boundary-defining irrelevant information may serve as a cue
which results in a shift that allows for continued vigilance
to relevant information.

A theory that may provide illustration is Anderson's
(1976) ACT theory of memory.

ACT contains a propositional

network as a general structure that interacts with
particular productions inherent for the task at hand.

The

initiation of a search pattern activates conceptual nodes in

long-term memory.
working memory.

Activated nodes are ACT's equivalent of

Anderson's assumption is that a maximum of

ten nodes can be kept active at any one time.

Since each

node represents a concept and a concept has certain
associations attached to it (represented in its network),
the activation of particular nodes result in attention to

that particular network.

The problem may be in moving from node to node between
long-term and working memory. It may be possible that

information contained in nodes that are activated initially
may lose some of its strength as the connecting links to
other nodes with its own associations are activated.

For instance, in playing chess, the object is to
capture the king, represented by one node in procedural
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knowledge.

However, during the course of play one may find

oneself under attack by an opposing piece.

In this case,

this could intersect with another node associated with the

concept equivalent of "uh-oh, I'd better take care of this."
If procedural moves are considered that include only the

possibilities of escaping the attack, a faulty decision
could be made relative to the object of capturing the
opposing king.

The Gaeth and Shanteau (1984) study concerning soil

classification may provide further illustration. Improvement
in the ability to classify soil may have occurred because

attention to the boundary-defining irrelevant information
(water and coarse fragments) served to strengthen the link
back to the originally activated node (knowledge of what

really contributes to soil classification).
This study may have applications to other areas as

well.

Perhaps remaining aware of the potential confounds

that bias (for gender, race, etc.) can create in personnel
selection would serve to keep a stronger focus on relevant

information.

Thus, Anderson's ACT theory might predict that

certain declarative knowledge (women can't do math, soil has
moisture and coarse fragments, or I can't afford to lose my

Queen) may be closely linked with procedural knowledge.
Encoding specificity (the associations attached to the
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networks of individual nodes) would then state that if the

memory of women as workers are encoded with a biased
association, considering a woman for a job would necessarily
bring up that association, encoding moisture and coarse

fragments as part of the composition of soil would bring
that association in a soil classification task, and encoding

the loss of a Queen with losing a game would give rise to
that association. Thus, one node might not include the

associative bias, whereas moving into the next node might
contain information that would include this bias.

Since

only so many nodes can be activated at any one time, the

original focus could become obscured.

Decision-making might

be made based on information that is irrelevant to the

original focus, but relevant to particular information

presently being considered.

(In philosophy, this is

building a logical case around a faulty premise.)

Attention

to boundary-defining irrelevant information may prevent
biased associations from being considered.

In using relevant and irrelevant information in

decision-making, it should be noted that there are different

degrees or kinds of relevant and irrelevant information. For
instance, it is possible that relevant information may be
broken into two different categories: information that is
relevant to decision-making but general enough not to be
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crucial, and information that is both relevant and crucial,
in the former instance, knowledge that a day has 24 hours is
relevant to scheduling personnel appointments for selecting
someone for a job, but not crucial to the decisions
necessary to pick an employee.

On the other hand, an

employee's knowledge of how to do a job could be defined as
relevant information that is crucial to decision-making.

Irrelevant information could be broken up in the same
manner.

Information about what kind of clothes a potential

employee is wearing could be considered generally
irrelevant.

However, certain kinds of irrelevant

information may help to define the boundaries that govern
where attention can go without getting side-tracked or, if
attention is side-tracked, serve as a reminder that the

primary objective is not receiving attention.

For instance,

gender, age, race, or appearance is, in most cases,
irrelevant to selecting an employee.

But it can be

difficult, if not impossible, to extract these items from

perceptual and emotional considerations.

Therefore, it

could be considered as crucial to remember that these
variables are irrelevant to the task at hand.

Perhaps by learning to pay attention to where attention
is going (meta-attention), it is not as likely that the

perceptions involved in decision-making will wind up on some
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tributary that is not contributing to the best decisionmaking possible.
Testing Decision-Making in Personnel Selection

To test the premise that attending to crucial-

irrelevant information can help to keep raters from becoming
distracted, four hypothetical applications for employment by

the Riverside Police Department in the state of California
were generated.

The applicants were given the names of

Marge Holland, Adam Jenkins, Rebecca Herrera, and Jeffery
Heils.

These applications were used to test two hypotheses.

The first hypothesis was that subjects who attend to
irrelevant information in order to make a conscious effort

to discount that information, will produce significantly

different ratings for applicants who possess a high profile
of irrelevant information (Holland and Herrera) than

subjects attending to other information, regardless of
whether the job title is known (certainty condition) or not
(uncertainty condition).
The second hypothesis predicted that ratings for
applicants who possess a high profile of irrelevant

information (Holland and Herrera) and that ratings for
applicants who possess a low profile of irrelevant
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information (Jenkins and Heils) would change significantly
from the uncertainty to the certainty condition.
It is believed that the change in ratings from the

uncertainty to the certainty condition should occur because

of differential approaches on the part of raters, similar to
that discussed by Snyder, Berscheid, and Matwychuk (1988)

concerning appearance and personality discrimination.
Specifically, any change in ratings across conditions is
believed to be due to the preconceived notion that subjects
possess concerning the nature of police work and the kind of
police officers that are necessary to do the job.

That is,

applicants with a high profile of irrelevant information
(e.g., older, shorter, female, etc.) will not be considered
as the better candidates over applicants with a low profile
of irrelevant information (e.g., younger, taller, male,

etc.).

This effect should occur even though these variables

have been defined as irrelevant, meet police department

guidelines, and even though applicants with a high profile
of irrelevant information also possess higher profiles of
relevant information than their immediate counterparts.
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METHOD

Subjects

173 undergraduate students (48 male and 125 female)
volunteered to participate in the experiment.

They were

solicited from psychology courses from California State

University, San Bernardino and from Riverside Community

College.

Most subjects received extra-credit from their

instructors for participation.

Subjects were treated in

accordance with the ethical standards of the American

Psychological Association.
Stimulus Materials

Four hypothetical applications, two male (Adam Jenkins
and Jeffery Heils) and two female (Marge Rolland and Rebecca
Herrera) were used.

These applications contained

information regarding name, age, weight, height, eye and

hair color, gender, race, nationality, citizenship status,
criminal convictions, number of traffic citations, and

information regarding their background, including medical,
educational, and job experience (see Appendix B).

Actual reguirements regarding what determines qualified
applicants for the RPD were reviewed with that department.

Because of many federal laws, most police departments have
more or less the same basic requirements.

Those basic

requirements are: height proportionate to weight (based on
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standard life insurance charts); minimum age of 21 (although

there is no actual upper age limit); high school diploma or
G.E.D.; and applied for, or already, a United States
citizen.

record.

In addition, the applicant must not have a felony

Some misdemeanor convictions are acceptable, while

others are not.

For instance, misdemeanor drug possession

would be frowned upon, but petty theft (shoplifting) when
the applicant was an adolescent would be accepted.

The

information created for the applications all fell within
these guidelines.

The applications were designed to produce

information that would be obtained from an application for
employment and a background investigation.

Variables from

the name of the applicant to the number of traffic citations
were designated as irrelevant information.

That is, all of

these variables in all four applicants fell within the
accepted standards employed by the RPD.

Once these

standards have been met, these variables are no longer
considered relevant to employment.
Variables from cancellation by an auto insurance
company to employment experience were designated as relevant
information.

The range in these variables is what is

supposed to contribute to differences in ratings.

The first

three relevant variables concerning cancellation of auto

insurance, medical condition, and injuries or disabilities
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were held constant for all four applicants.

Criteria

concerning what constituted the best to the worst of the
relevant information was once again obtained from the

Riverside Police Department.

The relevant and irrelevant

variables were set up with the intention of creating a clear
delineation between the four applicants and were manipulated
in the following manner:

Applicant number four. Marge

Rolland, was given the best of the relevant information and
j

the worst of the irrelevant information.

Applicant number

one, Rebecca Herrera, was given the third best relevant
information and the second worst of the irrelevant

information.

Applicants two (Adam Jenkins) and three

(Jeffery Heils) were given the best of the irrelevant
information.

Jenkins received the second best relevant

information and Heils received the worst of the relevant
information.

Additionally, a checklist, with a space to rate each

applicant and a listing of all the variables found in the
applications, with spaces to indicate whether these
variables influenced the subject positively, negatively, or

not at all, were used to see if subjects were paying
attention as well as an indicator of how and what

contributed to the applicants' ratings
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(See Appendix C).

Procedure

Subjects were told that they were participating in an
experiment regarding decision-making and that their

participation was voluntary and confidential.

Subjects were

lead .to believe that the applications represented real

people.

This was done with the hope that subjects would

take the task more seriously.

Subjects were randomly assigned to four groups.

Group

one (attending to general criteria) and group two (attending
to relevant information) each contained 43 subjects.

Group

three (attending to irrelevant information) contained 46

subjects and group four (attending to both relevant and
irrelevant information) contained 41 subjects.

Subjects were tested from single individuals to groups
of up to 37 by an experimenter and up to two assistants.

All subjects were given the four applications for

employment, the checklist, and a sheet containing the

general instructions (see Appendix D).

The general

instructions contained the information that the applicants
were competing among themselves for the same position, that
the applicants had all meet the minimum requirements for
employment, and that the subjects would not be told the

exact job title.

These instructions also asked subjects to

rate the applicants on a scale of 0 to 100 and to indicate
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on the checklist which variables influenced their ratings.

If a variable (i.e. gender, age, work experience, etc.)
influenced them positively, they were to mark a plus next to

that item, if it was a negative influence, a minus, and if
it did not influence them they could leave that item blank.
To create a visual image, subjects were instructed to

read silently along and to "visualize" the applicant while
the experimenter read aloud the vital statistics of each

applicant (name, age, height, weight, hair and eye color,
gender, race, nationality, and citizenship status).

The

experimenter then read the general criteria out loud (see
Appendix D).

This information contained the general

abilities required of applicants to effectively perform the

job (e.g., think clearly and concisely, read and write
English effectively, possession of good verbal and social
skills, and that applicants must be in good physical
condition).

At that time, subjects in group two (attending to
relevant information, see Appendix D) were asked to step
into another area away from the other groups so that any

separate instructions would not be overheard.

The

experimenter then gave subjects in that group instructions
regarding relevant information.

The relevant information

was defined and subjects were told that attention to each
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category of relevant information would provide the basis for
more accurate ratings.

This procedure was repeated for group three (attending
to irrelevant information, see Appendix D) and group four

(attending to both relevant and irrelevant information, see

Appendix D),

Group three received instructions regarding

what variables were defined as irrelevant and were told that

these items had nothing whatever to do with performing the

job.

They were told to monitor their attention so that this

information did not influence their ratings.

Group four

received the combined instructions of groups two and three.

After completing the initial rating, the checklist was
examined to make sure that the general instructions were
followed.

Individual subjects or subjects from the same

group were again asked to step into another area away from
other subjects so that any instructions would not be

overheard.

Subjects were given a second checklist,

identical to the first, and asked to rate the applicants a

second time after being told that all applicants were

applying for a police officer position for the Riverside
Police Department.

Subjects were instructed to follow the

same set of instructions in rating the applicants again.
After individual subjects had completed the second rating.
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the second checklist was examined and all stimulus materials
were collected.

The total time to complete the experiment ranged from
approximately 20 to 55 minutes.
approximately 40 minutes.
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Most subjects took

RESULTS

Mean Ratings and Standard Deviations

The mean ratings and standard deviations for each

applicant across the various conditions are presented in
Tables 1-4.

Table 1 presents the mean ratings and standard

deviations for each applicant by subject group in the
uncertainty condition while Table 2 presents this
information for the certainty condition.

Table 3 presents

the mean ratings and standard deviations in the uncertainty
condition for the entire sample while Table 4 presents this
information in the certainty condition.
Sources of Variance

The between-groups source of variance for each
applicant in the uncertainty condition is presented in Table
5 and for the certainty condition in Table 6.

The repeated-

measures source of variance for each applicant is presented
in Table 7.
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Table 1

Mean Ratings and Standard Deviations by Group in the
Uncertainty Condition.

Name

Control

(N == 43)

Relevant (N = 43)

Mean

Std. Dev.

Mean

Std.,

Dev.

Rolland

82.19

16.58

84.77

15.
,22

Jenkins

86.54

13.34

83.19

15.
,29

Herrera

68.95

15.80

71.44

19.
,0

Heils

65.3

20.74

63.26

15.
,02

Name

Irrelevant
Mean

(N = 46)

Std. Dev.

Both
Mean

(N = 41)
Std.
,

Dev.

Rolland

89.74

17.04

88.59

9.
,95

Jenkins

83.5

16.13

84.15

11.
.43

Herrera

75.30

12.71

74.85

13.
.23

Heils

65.35

19.88

68.46

15.
.62
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Table 2

Mean Ratings and Standard Deviat.ions bv Group in the
Certainty Condition.

Name

Control

(N == 43)

Mean

Std. Dev.

Relevant
Mean

(N == 43)
Std., Dev.

Jenkins

93.72

7.51

93.21

8.
,54

Rolland

79.65

27.20

75.42

21.
.81

Heils

70.59

18.65

67.30

17.
,71

Herrera

58.42

18.95

60.6

20.
,31

Name

Irrelevant

Mean

(N = 46)

Std. Dev.

Jenkins

93.61

7.68

Rolland

85.51

Heils
Herrera

Both
Mean

(N = 41)
Std.,

Dev.

88.93

12.
.39

16.59

85.9

14.
.77

67.35

17.95

69.17

20.
.38

66.0

19.84

68.71

.9
19.
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Table 3

Mean Ratings and Standard Deviations for the Entire Sample
in the Uncertainty Condition.

Name

Entire Sample (N = 173)
Mean

Std. Dev.

Rolland

86.
.35

15.
,23

Jenkins

84.
.33

14.
,17

Herrera

.66
72.

15.
,46

Heils

65.
.56

17.
,99

Table 4

Mean Ratings and Standard Deviations for the Entire Sample
in the Certaintv Condition.

Name

Entire Sample (N = 173)
Mean

Std. Dev.

Jenkins

92.
,43

9.
,31

Rolland

81.
,66

20.
,94

Heils

68.
,57

18.
,56

Herrera

63.
,42

20.
,01
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'Table ,5,

Between-Groups Source of Variance for Ekch Applicant in the
Uncertainty Coridition.
Rebecca Herrera

Source

SS

Main

DF

MS

F

Sia. of F

1080.26

2

540.13

2.29

.105

44.29

1

44.29

.19

.666

1047.47

1

1047.47

4.44

.037

93.24

1

93.24

.40

.531

1173.51

3

391.17

1.66

.178

Residual

39915.37

169

236.19

Total

41088.88

172

238.89

R/N-R
Ir/N-Ir
2-way

Explained

Adam Jenkins
Source

Main

SS

DF

Sia. of F

MS

126.20

2

145.60

.45

.641

R/N-R

77.88

1

77.88

.39

.536

Ir/N-Ir

51.76

1

51.76

.26

.614

2-way

172.29

1

172.29

.85

.358

Explained

298.39

3

99.46

.49

.689

Residual

34221.83

169

202.49

Total

34520.22

172

200.70
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Table 5 (cont)

Jeffery Hells
Source

SS^

DF

Siq. of F

MS

291.20

2

145.60

.45

.641

12.83

1

12.83

.04

.843

Ir/N-Ir

281.58

1

281.58

.86

.354

2-way

287.64

1

287.64

.88

.349

Explained

578.84

3

192.95

.59

.621

Residual

55091.73

169

325.99

Total

55670.73

172

323.67

Main

R/N-R

Marge Holland
SS

Source

DF

MS

F

SiCf. of F

1435.88

2

717.94

3.17

.045

21.53

1

21.53

.10

.758

1423.24

1

1423.24

6.28

.013

150.60

1

150.60

.67

.416

1586.48

3

528.83

2.33

.076

Residual

38285.01

169

226.54

Total

39871.49

172

231.81

Main

R/N-R
Ir/N-Ir
2-way

Explained

Note.

R/N-R = ReleVant/Not-Relevant.

Irrelevant/Not-Irrelevant.
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Ir/N-Ir =

Table 6

Between-Groups Source of Variance for Each Applicant in the
Certainty Condition.
Rebecca Herrera

Source

SS

Main

^DF

MS

F

Siq. of F

2865.87

2

1432.94

3.67

.028

258.70

1

258.70

.66

.417

2652.43

1

2652.43

6.80

.010

2.93

1

2.93

.01

.931

2868.80

3

956.27

2.45

.065

Residual

65967.23

169

390.34

Total

68836.04

172

400.21

R/N-R
Ir/N-Ir
2-way

Explained

Adam Jenkins
Source

SS

DF

MS

F

Sia. of F

Main

477.12

2

238.56

2.83

.062

R/N-R

293.09

1

293.09

3.48

.064

Ir/N-Ir

197.47

1

197.47

2.36

.128

2-way

187.72

1

187.72

2.23

.137

Explained

664.84

3

221.61

2.63

.052

Residual

14229.50

169

84.20

Total

14894.35

172

86.60
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Table 6 (cont)

Jeffery Hells
Source

88

DF

Main

45.59

2

22.80

.06

.937

R/N-R

22.23

1

22.23

.06

.801

Ir/N-Ir

24.67

1

24.67

.07

.791

2-way

280.98

1

280.98

.81

.371

Explained

326.57

3

108.86

.31

.816

Residual

58897.78

169

348.51

Total

59224.35

172

344.33

Sig. of F

MS

Marge Rolland
Source

88

Main

DF

MS

F

Sig. of F

3032.82

2

1516.41

3.55

.031

156.78

1

156.78

.37

.545

2835.20

1

2835.20

6.64

.011

231.90

1

231.90

.54

.462

3264.72

3

1088.24

2.55

.058

Residual

72163.34

169

427.00

Total

75428.06

172

438.54

R/N-R

Ir/N-Ir
2-way

Explained

Note.

R/N-R = Relevant/Not-Relevant.

Irrelevant/Not-Irrelevant.
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Ir/N-Ir

Table 7

Repeated-Measures Source of Variance for Each Applicant.
Rebecca Herrera

Source

SS

Within

21040.71

169

124.50

7318.13

1

7318.13

58.78

.000

Rel. X Rate

44.01

1

44.01

.35

.553

Irr. X Rate

189.24

1

189.24

1.52

.219

Rel. X Irr.

64.63

1

64.63

.52

.472

MS

F

Rate

DF

Sia. of F

MS

Adam Jenkins

Sicf. of F

Source

SS

Within

11439.48

169

67.69

5560.78

1

5560.78

82.15

.000

Rel. X Rate

33.49

1

33.49

.49

.483

Irr. X Rate

29.05

1

29.05

.43

.513

Rel. X Irr.

359.85

1

359.85

5.32

.022

Rate

DF
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Table 7 (cont)

Jeffery Hells
Sig. of F

Source

SS

Within

21084.52

169

124.76

781.46

1

781.46

6.26

.013

Rel. X Rate

34.42

1

34.42

.28

.600

Irr. X Rate

236.40

1

236.40

1.89

.170

Rel. X Irr.

.02

1

.02

.00

.990

Rate

DF

MS

Marge Rolland
Sig. of F

Source

SS

Within

34735.86

169

205.54

1908.75

1

1908.75

9.29

.003

Rel. X Rate

149.20

1

149.20

.73

.395

Irr. X Rate

132.87

1

132.87

.65

.423

Rel. X Irr.

378.12

1

378.12

1.84

.177

Rate

Note.

Rel. = Relevant.

DF

MS

Irr. = Irrelevant.
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Analysis of Ratings

To test the first hypothesis, that subjects attending

to irrelevant information would produce significantly
different ratings for applicants with a high profile of

irrelevant information (Rolland and Herrera) than subjects
not attending to irrelevant information, a 2 (attending to
or not attending to irrelevant information) x 2 (attending
to or not attending to relevant information) between-groups
factorial ANOVA was conducted.

This analysis revealed that, in the uncertainty
condition, subjects who attended to irrelevant information

rated Rolland significantly different than subjects who did

not attend to irrelevant information (M = 89.2 vs 83.48),

F(l, 169) = 6.283, £<.05.

The omega squared (based on equal

Ns) for this effect was .03.

The analysis also revealed

that, in this condition, subjects who attended to irrelevant

information rated Herrera significantly different than

subjects who did not attend to irrelevant information (M =
75.09 vs 70.2), F(l, 169) = 4.435, £<.05.

The omega squared

(based on equal Ns) for this effect was .02.

There was no

significant difference in mean ratings in this condition by
subjects who attended to irrelevant information compared to
subjects who did not for Jenkins (83.80 vs 84.86) or for
Heils (66.82 vs 64.28).
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It was also found that there was no significant

difference in ratings in the uncertainty condition for
Rolland or Herrera by subjects who attended to relevant

information compared to subjects who did not attend to

relevant information (86.63 vs 86.09 and 73.1 vs 72.24,
respectively).

There was also no significant difference in

mean ratings in this condition by subjects who attended to
relevant information compared to subjects who did not for

Jenkins (83.66 vs 84.97) or Hells (65.8 vs 65.33).

No

interaction effect was found for any applicant in this
condition.

The analysis further revealed that, in the certainty
condition, subjects who attended to irrelevant information

rated Holland significantly different than subjects who did

not attend to irrelevant information (M = 85.69 vs 77.54),
F(l, 169) = 6.64, p<.05.

The omega squared (based on equal

Ns) for this effect was .03.

The analysis also revealed

that, in this condition, subjects who attended to irrelevant

information rated Herrera significantly different than

subjects who did not attend to irrelevant information (M =
67.28 vs 59.51), F(l, 169) = 6.795, e<.05.

The omega

squared (based on equal Ns) for this effect was also .03.

There was no significant difference in mean ratings in this
condition for subjects who attended to irrelevant
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information compared to subjects who did not for Jenkins

(91.4 vs 93.47) or Heils (68.21 vs 68.94).
It was also found that there was no significant

difference in mean ratings in the certainty condition for
Rolland or Herrera by subjects who attended to relevant

information compared to subjects who did not attend to

relevant information (80.54 vs 82.68 and 64.56 vs 62.34,
respectively).

There was also no significant difference in

mean ratings in this condition by subjects attending to
relevant information compared to subjects who did not for

Jenkins (91.12 vs 93.66) or Heils (68.21 vs 68.86).

No

interaction effect was found for any applicant in this
condition.

The second hypothesis, that mean ratings for applicants

with a high profile of irrelevant information (Rolland and
Herrera) would change significantly from the uncertainty to

the certainty condition and that mean ratings for applicants

with a low profile of irrelevant information (Jenkins and

Heils) would also change significantly, was tested by means
of a 2 X 2 X 2 repeated-measures factorial Anova

(Irrelevant/Not-Irrelevant x Relevant/Not-Relevant x

uncertainty/certainty).
The results indicate, that for the entire sample,
Rolland's mean ratings changed significantly from the
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uncertainty to the certainty condition (M = 86.35 vs 81.66),
F(l, 169) = 9.29,

The results also indicate that

Herrera's mean ratings changed significantly across

conditions (M = 72.66 vs 63.42), F(l, 169) = 58.78, £<.001.
Jenkins' mean ratings for the entire sample also
changed significantly across conditions (M = 84.33 vs

92.43), F (1, 169) = 82.15, £<.001, as did Heil's ratings (M
= 65.56 vs 68.57), F(l, 169) = 6.26, £<.05.

In addition, a significant interaction effect

(irrelevant/not irrelevant x relevant/not relevant) was
found for Jenkins across conditions, F(l, 169) = 5.32,
£<.05.

No other interactions were significant.

No

significant effect on the ratings due to the gender of the
subjects were found.
Additional Variables

Variables from the checklist (e.g., age, gender,
experience, etc.), in which subjects recorded Whether items

influenced them positively, negatively, or not at all, were
used as an indicator of what information subjects attended.
For purposes of scoring, a positive indication was scored as

a one, a negative indication was scored as a two, and no

indication was scored as a zero.

A 2 x 2 between-groups

factorial ANOVA (Irr/Not-Irr x Rel/Not-Rel) of these items
indicated that subjects attending to irrelevant information
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gave significantly different mean scores for the variables

of age (in either condition), height and weight (only in the
certainty condition), gender (only for Holland and Herrera
and only in the certainty condition), citizenship status,

convictions, and traffic citations, with F-scores ranging
from F(l, 169) = 3.807, E<.06 to F(l, 169) = 58.629, p<.001.
The omega squared (also based on equal Ns) for these

variables ranged from .02 to .25, with the largest variance
accounted for occurring in variables such as traffic
citations or criminal convictions.

A 2 X 2 X 2 repeated-measures factorial MANOVA

(Irr/Not-Irr x Rel/not-Rel x uncertainty/certainty) also

conducted on the items from the checklist (see Appendix A)

indicated that subjects attending to irrelevant information
gave significantly lower mean scores than subjects attending
to relevant information when considering height, F(7, 1183)

= 2.62, p<.05, weight, F(7, 1183) = 2.37, £<.05, citizenship
status, F(7, 1183) = 3.26, £<.01, convictions, F(7, 1183) =
5.31, £<.001, and traffic citations, F(7, 1183) = 3.79,

£<.01.

Age was found to be marginally significant, F(7,

1183) = 1.98, £<.07, as was gender, F(7, 1183) = 1.98,
£<.07.
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DISCUSSION

The findings of this research support the hypothesis
that subjects attending to irrelevant information would give

significantly different mean ratings to individuals with a
high profile of irrelevant information, especially in a

condition of uncertainty, than subjects attending to other

information.

The results also support the prediction that,

although individuals with a high profile of irrelevant
information would receive significantly different mean

ratings from subjects attending to irrelevant information
than subjects in other groups, those applicants* ratings, as
well as applicants with a low profile of irrelevant

information, would change significantly from the uncertainty
to the certainty condition.

The change in ratings in the

second hypothesis was believed to be similar to the effect

described by Snyder, Berscheid, and Matwychuk (1988)

concerning their research on appearance and personality.

In

this particular research, the change in ratings across
conditions is believed to have occurred as a result of a

"job bias" effect, a preconceived notion that subjects have
concerning the personal profile necessary for an applicant

to be an effective police officer.

This proposed effect is

believed to be an extension of the effect of appearance and
personality on selection.
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The Use of Irrelevant Information

The results concerning the effect of attending to

irrelevant information seem to directly support Lorch,
Anderson, and Well's (1984) study, which noted that improved
performance seemed to be related to an exposure to

irrelevant information, Kahneman's (1973) assertion that at
least some attention must be given to information before it

can be ignored, and Gaeth and Shanteau's (1984) research
regarding the importance of attending to irrelevant
information in order to reduce its influence in decisionmaking.

Although the Gaeth and Shanteau study involved soil
classification, they had stated the belief that their

results would generalize to decision-making in general and

to personnel selection in particular.

The findings of this

research appear to substantiate their conclusions regarding
the importance of attending to irrelevant information in
order to decrease its impact in personnel selection.
In fact, the group attending to both relevant and

irrelevant information did no better than the group
attending to irrelevant information alone, regardless of

whether the subjects knew the job title or not.

Thus, it

would appear that, given the general job criteria, training

subjects to attend to irrelevant information was the key
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consideration in the different ratings for the applicants

(Rolland and Herrera) with a high profile of irrelevant
information (e.g., older, shorter, heavier, etc.).

Since

there was no significant difference in ratings between

groups for Jenkins and Heils, both of whom had low profiles

of irrelevant information (e.g., younger, taller, thinner,
etc.), the effect of attending to irrelevant information
appeared to be limited to those applicants who possessed

irrelevant information that might otherwise work against
them.

Cognitive Implications

These results would also seem to support speculations
that the process of focusing on irrelevant information seems
to inhibit bias and add to the field of information.

This

is consistent with the parallels and analogies drawn with

Galbraith's (1974) belief concerning the necessity of
gathering more information in conditions of uncertainty in
order to make better decisions and Nemeth's (1986)
conclusions that minority opinions can create a state of
uncertainty and thus give rise to new information and,

hence, better decisions.

That is, attending to irrelevant

information may create a state of uncertainty and act to
cognitively stimulate subjects to consider more information

than they might have otherwise been predisposed to do.
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Additionally, the results of this research seem to

support the speculation that attending to irrelevant
information fits with cognitive models of attention and
decision-making such as Anderson's (1976) ACT theory.
Irrelevant Variables

Since the present research did not sufficiently monitor
subjects' individual status, or situational or informational
variables, the results of this research regarding such
irrelevant variables as age, height, weight, and gender,

etc., although significant (or marginally significant)
within the context of this study, can be neither concluded
to substantiate nor refute previous studies.
It is of interest to note, however, that almost all the

variables from the checklist which yielded significant (or

marginally significant) differences in subjects' indications
of a positive, negative, or no influence score, occurred in
variables defined as irrelevant.

Furthermore, the change in

mean scores for these items across conditions seems to

indicate that subjects felt that the irrelevant variables
warranted different indications of positive, negative, or no

influence scores depending on whether subjects knew the
exact job title or not, despite the fact that these
variables were defined as irrelevant in both conditions.

This appears to violate the personnel selection dictum which
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argues that differences in degrees of relevant information,
such as education and experience, are what significantly
influence raters.

This conclusion must be approached cautiously, since
relative differences between the additional variables from

the checklist were not collected.

That is, while positive,

negative, or no influence scores were obtained, these scores
are not indicative of the degree that subjects were
influence by these items.
Additionally, the low omega squared values for

irrelevant variables such as age, gender, height and weight
(.02 to .11) were low enough that the actual effect of these

variables on the overall ratings may be inconsequential
compared to other factors.
Defining Relevant and Irrelevant Infoirmation

It might be argued that subjects attending to

irrelevant information gave applicants with higher profiles
in irrelevant information different ratings simply because

they were told not to let irrelevant information influence
them.

Thus, this research would not be measuring a

cognitive technique for learning but merely the ability of
subjects to blindly follow instructions.

However, it must

be noted that not only did the applicants' ratings by

subjects attending to irrelevant information vary almost as
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much as applicants' ratings by subjects not attending to

irrelevant information, but that ratings for applicants with

a high profile of irrelevant information, while still higher
than other groups, decreased in a condition of certainty.
These differences in ratings would seem to indicate that

some cognitive processing was going on.

An examination of

the checklists of subjects attending to irrelevant
information indicated at least some range of responses

regarding whether irrelevant variables (e.g., age, height,
gender, etc.) influenced them or not, especially in a
condition of certainty.

Thus, it could be concluded that

subjects attending to irrelevant information gave applicants
different ratings based on at least some irrelevant

information, despite instructions to the contrary.

This

would seem to indicate that subjects were not just blindly
following directions.
In this regard, it must be remembered that relevant and
irrelevant information are not static concepts.

variables vary according to the situation.

These

Defining to

raters what is meant by relevant and/or irrelevant
information should not be interpreted as an attempt to

rubber-stamp selection procedures.

One purpose of this

study has been the attempt to point out that attention to
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irrelevant information may, in fact, enhance cognitive
abilities.

Limitations of this Study

One limitation of this study may revolve around using

applications for subjects to review (i.e., the use of paper

people).

However, this should not be construed as reducing

the viability of the research's results.

Many decisions

regarding who gets interviewed or who gets tested for

employment are based on information contained in
applications and background information and not on "real
people".

In using a local municipal police department's

guidelines for selection procedures as a standard, it should
be noted that this is the present practice.

Background

investigators review applications and background information
and rate applicants for the additional steps in the
selection procedure without ever seeing them.
This is not to say that an improved research design

might not generate results that are more conclusive.
Perhaps having subjects view video-taped interviews of

applicants would yield more information concerning the

effects of attending to irrelevant information in connection
with "real" people.
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An additional limitation of this study involves the

lack of counter-balancing.

In the between-groups condition,

the order of applicants was always the same.

It was felt

that this was not a major problem since subjects were told
that applicants were competing among themselves for the

position.

Thus, subjects were to review all applicants

before beginning the rating process.

However, additional

research should randomly assign the order of presentation in
order to eliminate this argument.

Additionally, in the repeated-measures design, the

subjects were always in the condition of uncertainty first.
However, the order of presentation could not be changed.
Subjects cannot be asked to forget that they know the nature

of the job if a condition of certainty is presented first. A
more sophisticated approach would have been to examine
uncertainty vs. certainty in a between-subjects design, with
half the subjects in a condition of uncertainty and the
second half in a condition of certainty.

The conditions

under which this research was attempted made this
unfeasible.

Nonetheless, this should not be construed as a

reason to ignore information gathered from the repeated

measures aspect of the study.

Information used to make

decisions in conditions of certainty come from established
norms or guidelines.

Habituated patterns of decision-making
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are not automatic, but originate from conditions of

uncertainty.

Someone being taught how to use a selection

technique is, to some degree, uncertain about its
application, even if the instructor is habituated to the
process.

Furthermore, if a new technique for improving

decision-making in selection procedures is established, it

will challenge the status-quo and by definition create some
degree of uncertainty in learning a new procedure.

For

these reasons, it is assumed that improved decision-making
in conditions of uncertainty are more encompassing.

Where

it is possible, however, future research should attempt to
obtain a larger sample size in order to split subjects
across conditions.
A third limitation concerns the use of student

subjects.

Heilman, Martell, and Simon (1988) noted that

"the underrating of women...has been demonstrated whether

research participants...were college students, professional
interviewers, or personnel directors" (p. 99).

Singer and

Sewell (1989) pointed out that one possible explanation for
inconsistent findings regarding research in organizational
behavior may be that student subjects do hot compare with

subjects drawn from a managerial pool.

However, as reported

earlier, their research concerning age discrimination showed
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that the age bias effect, although in different directions,

was apparent for both manager and student subjects.
It is suggested that, even if managerial decisionmaking does not Compare with student decision-making, the
end results are not sufficient to assume that discriminatory

cognitive processes that may mediate decision-making in one
group are not present in the other.

While these processes

may not be the same. Singer and Sewell's results, at least,
show the effect of bias to be present in each group.

Furthermore, any assumption that managers operate at a
more professional level than students cannot be interpreted

as meaning that managers would not benefit from the use of
additional information regarding effective selection

techniques.

While the attempt of this research is to

introduce variables that may help to alleviate bias in

personnel selection, the focus is on cognitive processes
that are at work in human nature.

From this perspective, it

should not be presumed that results found in student
subjects are not generalizable to other human beings,

regardless of their profession.
Finally, an additional potential limitation centers
around the low omega squared values.

Although the low omega

squared values may actually indicate a weak effect, it can
be argued that subjects felt the order that the applicants
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finished would also contribute as much to any selection
decision (maybe more) as did an applicant's actual rating.
The subjects were told that applicants were competing among
themselves for the job position.

Therefore, subjects might

have felt that ratings had only to be far enough apart to
contribute clearly to the final ranking.

It is not an

unreasonable assumption that a clear ranking would result in
the selection of the applicant ranked number one, regardless
of that applicant's rating.

Any attempt to account for a

large proportion of the variance in ratings by the

independent variable of attending to irrelevant information
may be thwarted by raters' perceived effect of the final
rank order of the applicants.

In other words, it is

believed that there is an interaction between ratings and
rank order that contributed to the low effect found in the

differences in ratings.

Although it did not happen in this

study, the proposed interaction of ratings and rank order
could also contribute to significance levels lower than
expected or even to a finding of no significance (Type 11
error).

Because of these reasons, it is suggested that the

low omega squared value found in this study may not be

totally informative.

It is further suggested that future

research, if any, may consider a design that would

specifically ask subjects, in addition to assigning ratings
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to applicants, to either consider or to assign a separate
value that would reflect how far apart they think applicants
should be from other applicants.

Furthermore, it might be conducive to understanding how
both relevant and irrelevant variables contribute to the

selection process by including a policy-capturing approach.
Professional raters could by surveyed and/or tested to see

how and what contributing variables influence their
selections.

Suggested Selection Procedures

since the best mean ratings for applicants with a high

profile of irrelevant information were obtained not only
from subjects attending to irrelevant information, but when

those subjects were in the uncertainty condition (receiving

general criteria, but not the exact job title), one possible
conclusion that could be drawn from this study may be that

the best selection process may occur by adding attention to
irrelevant information training to existing training and

selection procedures and to consider an initial rating of

applicants in which raters do not know the exact job title.

After this preliminary rating, judges could score applicants
again after being told the exact job title.

These two steps

could provide the raters with additional information
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concerning what they were or were hot considering when
making selections.
The results of this research indicate that subjects may
have suffered from a "job bias" effect.

No matter what an

applicant's qualifications or whether information was to be
considered irrelevant or not, subjects appeared to have a

preconceived notion regarding the role that age, gender,
height, weight, citizenship status, criminal convictions,
and traffic citations play in selecting applicants best
qualified to be a police officer.

Thus, bias may not only

be generated by variables inherent in an applicant or a
selector (such as gender or race), but in an applicant or a
selector's preconceived notions about the job itself.

Besides adding training in attending to irrelevant

information and having judges generate two ratings, it might
be additionally beneficial to use selectors who are not part
of the agency that need personnel.

For instance, allowing

the police department to determine and define relevant and

irrelevant information and to make the initial screening and
background investigations should produce qualified
individuals.

However, in order to minimize the effects of

bias and maximize the field of information, perhaps final
selections should be made by an outside selection committee.
Although adding training to attend to irrelevant information
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(in order to discount that information), generating two
separate ratings (with and without knowledge of the exact

job title), and having outside agencies make the final
selections might be more effective for jobs with a high
degree of a job bias effect (e.g., police and fire

departments, military, or construction work), it might still
be useful to organizations in general.
One interesting drawback to this proposed method is
affirmative action guidelines.

Although the job criteria

and relevant and irrelevant information for this research

were obtained from the Riverside Police Department, when the
same applications given to the subjects in this research
were given to that police department, three of four raters

indicated a positive influence for female minorities.
Presumably this was due to the necessity of the department
to increase and/or maintain female minority police officers.

However, affirmative action guidelines were instituted
to help alleviate a skewed distribution away from certain
target groups that were considered underrepresented within

the workplace.

Theoretically, once these target groups are

properly represented, personnel selection processes as

suggested by this study would help to keep those
representations at their appropriate numbers.
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Until that

time affirmative action guidelines will serve to influence
the definitions of relevant and irrelevant information.
Final Comments

Although selection instruments were developed primarily
to predict and improve performance and lower unwanted
turnover and absenteeism, it cannot be disregarded that this

was a need created by the vagaries of human decision-making
and problem-solving.

At some level, it seemed to be assumed

that such selection instruments would lessen the dependence
on decision-making, making the selection process more one of
evaluating scores than of making an actual decision about
who was best suited for a job.

It is an easy step from that

point to start training raters to fit selection devices
instead of training raters to make decisions.

As mentioned earlier, however, decision-making and
problem-solving cannot be removed from selection processes
by improved selection instruments.

At some level, whether

deciding how to construct tests, how to test the tests, or

which tests to use, human decision-making and problemsolving are involved.

For this reason, it is important that

research into methods of improving decision-making and

problem-solving also be considered for improving selection
procedures.

In this regard, it is important to attend to

variables that help to increase the informational field.
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promote flexibility, and increase the ability to attend to

the task at hand in order to reduce satisficing, rigidity,
and bounded-rationality.

As a cognitive tool for decision-

making and problem-solving, attending to irrelevant
information (and by implication, attending to the role of
the opposite of what is being considered), may help to

define the boundaries of where thoughts go.

After all, the

definition of what is relevant is shaped by what is
irrelevant, just as the definition of wealth, education, and

freedom are shaped by their opposites.

Attending to the

opposite of what one wants may, especially in conditions of

uncertainty, be all that is clearly available (i.e., begin
the problem by defining what you don't want to do, such as
proof by contradiction in U.S. law and in inferential

statistics).

It may also act to increase the informational

field and provide for greater clarity and less deviation
from the basic premise as well as creating a basis for
questioning existing norms and guidelines, the last of which

is basic in the principles of learning how to learn.

Such a

strategy is crucial in generating improved selection devices
and procedures as well as coming up with better cognitive

techniques for problem-solving and decision-making.
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APPENDIX A: IRRELEVANT VARIABLES

Means and Multivariate F-Scores in Each Condition

Name

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.166

.121

.133

.107

.131

.096

.084

.096

Irr

.170

.174

.174

.114

.148

.126

.136

.124

Hotellings

Value
.07109

Hypoth. OF

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Sig.

of F
.124

7.00

1.65528

Certainty

Uncertainty

Acre
Name

Approx. F

Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.438

.297

.285

.532

.591

.390

.343

.817

Irr

.312

.231

.208

.333

.370

.276

.230

.566

Hotellings

Value
.08505

Heiaht
Name

Approx. F

Hypoth. DF

1.98044

Jenk

Heil

of F
.061

7.00

Certainty

Uncertainty
Herr

Sig.

Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.237

.191

.168

.225

.591

.368

.332

.629

Irr

.194

.217

.217

.173

.469

.366

.308

.530

Hotellings

Value
.11228

Approx. F
2.61454
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Hypoth. DF
7.00

Sig.

of F
.014

Name

Certainty

Uncertainty

Weight
Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.475

.239

.227

.250

.464

.368

.320

.356

Irr

.316

.231

.221

.165

.350

.345

.274

.310

Hotellings

Value
.10180

Hypoth. DF

2.37053

Herr

Jenk

Heil

sig.

7.00

Uncertainty

Hair
Name

Approx. F

of F
.025

Certainty
Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.156

.133

.094

.109

.089

.096

.096

.107

Irr

.163

.163

.152

.156

.114

.114

.125

.114

Hotellings

Value

Approx. F

Hypoth. DF

Sig.

of F

•

o
.06830

Uncertainty

Eves
Name

o

1.59032

Herr

Jenk

Heil

.142

Certainty
Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.156

.157

.133

.109

.089

.096

.147

.107

irr

.163

.186

.141

.152

.114

.125

.114

.114

Hotellings

Value
.06460

Approx. F
1.50416
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Hypoth. DF
7.00

Sig.

Of F
.169

Uncertainty

Gender
Name

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Certainty
Roll

Herr

Jenk ' Heil

Roll

Rel

.202

.180

.132

.145

.259

.202

.215

.320

Irr

.206

.186

.152

.197

.204

.194

.209

.231

Hotellings

Value

Approx. F

Hypoth. DF
o

Sig.

of F

o
•

.08519

.060

Uncertainty

Race
Name

1.98378

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Certainty
Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.179

.145

.133

.156

.203

.143

.144

.202

Irr

.228

.197

.185

.195

.219

.138

.174

.205

Hotellings

Value

Approx. F

J- DF
Hypoth.

Sig.

Of F

•

o

.04477

Nationality
Name

o

1.04256

Uncertainty

Herr

Jenk

Heil

.404

Certainty

Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.225

.168

.131

.143

.251

.185

.168

.190

Irr

.196

.188

.137

.170

.232

.173

.196

.225

Hotellings

Value
.06440

Approx. F
1.49965
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Hypoth. DF
7.00

Sig.

of F
.171

Jenk

Herr

Name

Certainty

Uncertainty

citizenship

Heil

Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.356

.285

.224

.507

.376

.317

.332

.626

Irr

.245

.175

.149

.332

.257

.149

.198

.393

Hotellings

Value

Approx. F

14005

3.26125

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Sig.

7.00

Of F
.003

Certainty

Uncertainty

Convictions
Name

Hypoth. DF

Roll

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.812

.294

.400

.823

.775

.447

.436

.882

Irr

.467

.285

.239

.445

.475

.273

.284

.404

Hotellings

Value
.22820

Traffic citations
Name

Herr

Jenk

Approx. F

Hypoth. DF

5.31388

7.00

Roll

of F
.000

Certainty

Uncertainty
Heil

Sig.

Herr

Jenk

Heil

Roll

Rel

.555

.432

.282

.982

.659

.330

.413

.695

Irr

.388

.239

.203

.456

.485

.283

.307

.498

Hotellings

Value
.16259

Note.

Approx. F
3.78614

Hypoth. DF
7.00

Sig.

Of F
.001

Herr = Herrera; Jenk = Jenkins; Heil = Heils; Roll

Holland.

Rel = Releyant Information; Irr = Irrelevant

Information.
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APPENDIX B:

APPLICATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT

Applicant 1
Name; Rebecca Herrera

Age: 39

Sex: F

Height: 5'2"

Weight: 132

Race: Hispanic

Citizenship status:

Hair: Brown

Eves: Brown

Nationality: Spanish

Dual status:

Spanish and U.S.

Have vou ever been convicted of a crime, misdemeanor, felony

or military court martial?
San Diego county, 1966.

Yes: Misdemeanor trespassing in

Court-ordered probation for one

year, suspended.

Number of traffic citations in the past three years: Two
Have vou ever been cancelled bv an auto insurance company?
No

What is your present medical condition?
Any special injuries or disabilities?

No

What is vour present physical condition?

Describe how vou keep in shape:
weekly.

excellent

excellent

Jog two miles, three times

Racquetball and/or tennis once or twice a week.

What is your educational background?
(no degree).

Three years college

Philosophy major.

Foreign Languages?

None

Present employment:
Current position:

Three years with local university.

Assistant Student Administrator.
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Previous employment:
educational software.

Two years with computer firm creating
Reason for leaving: Laid off (lack of

work).

Previous emplovment:
manufacturer.

Three years with micro-chip

Last position held;

Research and Development.

Assistant Supervisor of

Reason for leaving;

Company went

out of business.

Previous emplovment;
position held;
leaving;

Two years with local university.

Computer Lab Technician.

Funding changes.
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Reason for

Last

Applicant 2
Name; Adam Jenkins

Age: 28

Height: 6'4"

Sex; M

Weight; 198

Race; Caucasian

Hair; Brown

Eves; Green

Nationality; American

Citizenship status; United States citizen

Have vou ever been convicted of a crime, misdemeanor» felony
or military court martial?

No

N\imber of traffic citations in the past three years;

None

Have vou ever been cancelled bv an auto insurance company?
No

What is your present medical condition?

Any special injuries or disabilities?

excellent

No

What is your present physical condition?

excellent

Describe how you keep in shape; Five years of Karate (Black
Belt).

Train three times weekly.

Jog three miles, three

times weekly.

What is your educational background?

college.

Major in Public Administration (A.A. Degree).

Foreign languages?

Working knowledge of German.

Present or last employment;
Army.

Three years of

Ten years in the United States

Three years as a Drill Sergeant and five years in the

military police.

Last position held; Assistant

Administrator of Military Police for Fort Bragg, North
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Carolina.

Reason for leaving; Term was up.

civilian sector.
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Desire to enter

Applicant 3

Name; Jeffery Hells
Age: 27

Height: 6'3"

Sex: M

Race:

Weight: 187

Caucasian

Citizenship status:

Hair: blond

Eves: brown

Nationality: American

United States

Have vou ever been convicted of a crime» misdemeanor, felony
or military court martial?

No

Number of traffic citations in the past three years: None

Have vou ever been cancelled bv an auto insurance company?
No

What is your present medical condition?

Any special injuries or disabilities?

excellent

No

What is your present physical condition?

excellent

Describe how you keep in shape: Aerobics and weight training
three times weekly.
What is your educational background?
degree).

Two years college (No

Biology major.

Foreign languages?

None

Present employment: Two years with sales department of large
car manufacturer.

Last position held: Assistant Director of

Sales.

Previous employment: Two years with major oil company as a
truck driver.

Reason for leaving: Better job.
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Previous employment;
sales.

Two years with car insurance firm in

Reason for leaving:

Better job.

Previous employment; Two years in mobile home factory as a
line worker.

Reason for leaving;

Better job.

Previous employment; Two years as Security Officer with
independent firm.

Reason for leavingi
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Better job.

Applicant 4

Name; Marge Rolland
Age: 45

Sex: F

Height: 5*0"

Race: Black

Weight: 127

Hair: dark

Eves: dark

Nationality: Canadian

Citizenship status: Applied for
Have vou ever been convicted of a crime, misdemeanor, felony

or military court martial?
Toronto, Canada, 1956.

Yes:

Misdemeanor shop-lifting,

Remanded to juvenile hall for thirty

days.
N\mber of traffic citations in the past three years: Three

Have vou ever been cancelled bv an auto insurance company?
No

What is your present medical condition?
Any special injuries or disabilities?

excellent

No

What is your present physical condition?

Describe how you keep in shape:

a week.

excellent

Run five miles, three times

Twice weekly weight training.

Once or twice a week

training in martial arts (Black Belt for 10 years in Kung
Fu).
What is your educational background?

B.A. in Business

Administration (emphasizing personnel training).

Minor in

English.
Foreign languages?

Present employment:

Fluent in Spanish.

Five years with a local municipality
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(population 100,000).

Current position: Director of

Personnel.

Previous employment;
department.

Five years with out-of-state sheriff's

Last position held; Public Relations Officer.

Reason for leaving;

Moved.
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APPENDIX C:

CHECKLIST

First, indicate the rating given to each applicant (0 to

100, 100 being best).

Second, place a plus (+) next to any

item that was a positive influence, a minus (-) if the item
was a negative influence, or leave the item blank if it did
not influence your rating at all.

Applicant #1: Rebecca Herrera. Rating:

Check the

following items as indicated above.

Age:

Height:

Weight:

Nationality:

Hair:

Eyes:

Citizenship status:_

Traffic citations:

Gender:

Skills:

Education:

languages:

Present employment:

Job title:

Race:

Convictions:

Medical condition:

condition:

Duties:

Name:

Physical

Degrees:

Foreign

Previous employment:

Reasons for leaving:

Time

employed in each job:

Applicant #2; Adam Jenkins. Rating:
following items as indicated above.

Height:_

Weight:

Nationality:

Hair:

Eyes:

Citizenship status:

Traffic citations:

Name:

Skills:

languages:

Present employment:

Job title:

Education:

Age:

Gender:

Physical

Degrees:
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Foreign

Previous employment:

Reasons for leaving:

employed in each job:

Race:_

Convictions:

Medical condition:

condition:

Duties:

Check the

Time

Applicant #3; Jefferv Heils. Rating;
following items as indicated above.

Height:

Weight:

Nationality:

Hair:

Eyes:

Citizenship status:

Traffic citations:

Name:

Skills:

Education:

languages:_

Present employment:
Job title:

Age:

Gender:

Race:

Convictions:

Medical condition:

condition:

Duties:

Check the

Physical

Degrees:

Foreign

Previous employment:

Reasons for leaving:

Time

employed in each job:

Applicant #4; Marge Rolland. Rating:
following items as indicated above.

Height:

Weight:

Nationality:_

Hair:

Eyes:_

Citizenship status:

Traffic citations:

Name:

Skills:

languages:

Present employment:

Job title:

Education:

Age:

Gender:

Physical

Degrees:
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Foreign

Previous employment:

Reasons for leaving:

employed in each job:

Race:_

Convictions:

Medical condition:

condition:

Duties:

Check the

Time

APPENDIX D;

RATING GUIDELINES

General Instructions

This is an experiment to determine how non-professional
raters compare with professional raters in selecting
individual applicants for job positions.

All information

that you give will be anonymous and confidential.

Participation is strictly voluntary.

You are under no

obligation to participate in the experiment and you may stop
at any time.

In the experiment you will be given job applications

which have been completed by four individuals.

For purposes

to be explained later, you will not be told the particular
job for which the applicants have applied.

However, all

applicants have met the minimiim standards required for
emplovment.

The four applicants are competing among themselves for

the same job.

They have been previously rated on a scale of

0 to 100 by professional background investigators with the
best applicant given the highest score, the second best the

second highest score and so on.

When you are instructed to

begin, please review the information presented in the stack
of papers on your left entitled Applicant #1, Applicant #2,
etc., and rate them on a scale of 0 to 100.

Give the

applicant you feel is best qualified your highest score, the
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second best applicant the second highest score, and so on.
If you wish to make any notes, you may use the back of the

paper entitled "Checklist" that is located on your right.
On the front of the "Checklist" sheet, record your rating
for each applicant in the space provided and then indicate a

plus (+) next to any item that was a positive influence, a

minus (-) next to any item that was a negative influence, or
leave the space blank next to any item that did not

influence your rating.

Remember that the information you

give is anonymous and confidential, so please be frank about
any items that influenced your rating.
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General Criteria

You are requested to take the task of rating the
individuals' job worthiness seriously.
you can.

Please do the best

Although you will not be told the particular job

for which the applicants have applied, the job in question
requires an ability to think clearly and conciselv and to

read and write English effectively.

In addition, the job

requires that applicants possess good verbal and social
skills.

Since the job can also entail physical exertion^

applicants are required to be in good physical condition.

These abilities and skills are the essential components in
predicting success on the job.

Your particular and constant

attention to these variables should provide the basis for

accurate ratings.

Please remember that all applicants have

met the minimum standards required for employment.
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Relevant Information

You are requested to take the task of rating the

individuals* job worthiness seriously.

you can.

Please do the best

Although you will not be told the particular job

for which the applicants have applied, the job in question
requires an ability to think clearly and concisely and to
read and write English effectively.

In addition, the iob

requires that applicants possess good verbal and social
skills.

Since the iob can also entail physical exertion,

applicants are required to be in good physical condition.
Before you begin, I would like to emphasize the
importance of attention to the relevant information.

The

relevant information in this lob category is defined as
education, experience, and physical condition.

It is

necessary to monitor your attention at every step by

reminding yourself of each category of relevant information.
These abilities and skills are the essential components in

predicting success on the job.

Your particular and constant

attention to these variables should provide the basis for
accurate ratings.

Please remember that all applicants have

met the minimum standards required for employment.
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Irrelevant Information

You are requested to take the task of rating the
individuals' job worthiness seriously.
you can.

Please do the best

Although you will not be told the particular job

for which the applicants have applied, the job in question
requires an ability to think clearlv and concisely and to

read and write English effectivelv.

In addition, the job

requires that applicants possess good verbal and social
skills.

Since the job can also entail physical exertion,

applicants are required to be in good physical condition.
Before you begin I would like to emphasize the

importance of attention to the irrelevant information.

The

irrelevant information in this job category is defined as
age, height, weight, color of hair or eves, gender,
appearance (as vou might conceive their appearance to be).
ethnic background, race, nationality, citizenship status,

criminal convictions, or number of traffic citations.

These

traits or characteristics have nothing to do with the
applicant's ability to perform the job in question.

In

order to make sure that this information is not creating an
unintentional bias in your rating assessment, it is
necessary to monitor your attention at every step by

reminding yourself (even if it does not "feel right" or it

goes against your instinctive reactions) that each category
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of this irrelevant information has nothing to do with

effectively predicting future success on the job.
let this information influence your ratings.

Do not

Your

particular and constant attention to these irrelevant
variables should provide the basis for accurate ratings.
Please remember that all applicants have met the minimum
standards required for employment.
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Relevant and Irrelevant Information

You are requested to take the task of rating the
individuals' job worthiness seriously.

you can.

Please do the best

Although you will not be told the particular job

for which the applicants have applied, the job in question
requires an ability to think clearly and concisely and to
read and write English effectively.

In addition# the job

requires that applicants possess good verbal and social
skills.

Since the job can also entail physical exertion,

applicants are required to be in good physical condition.

Before you begin, I would like to emphasize the

importance of attention to the relevant and the irrelevant
information.

The relevant information in this job category

is defined as education, experience, and physical condition.

It is necessary to monitor your attention at every step by
reminding yourself of each category of relevant information.
These abilities and skills are the essential components in

predicting success on the job.

The irrelevant information

in this job cateqorv is defined as age, height, weight,

color of hair or eyes, gender, appearance (as vou might
conceive their appearance to be), ethnic background, race,
nationality, citizenship status, criminal convictions, or
number of traffic citations.

These traits or

characteristics have nothing to do with the applicant's
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ability to perform the job in question.

In order to make

sure that this information is not creating an unintentional

bias in your rating assessment, it is necessary to monitor
your attention at every step by reminding yourself (even if
it does not "feel right" or it goes against your instinctive
reactions) that each category of this irrelevant information

has nothing to do with effectively predicting future success
on the job.

Do not let the irrelevant information influence

your ratings.

Your particular and constant attention to

both the relevant and the irrelevant variables should

provide the basis for accurate ratings.

Please remember

that all applicants have met the minimum standards required
for employment.
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